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6:00pm Worship 
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6:00pm Worship 
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6:00pm SPPRC 

7:00pm Ad Council 
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NEWSLETTER 

DEADLINE 
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6:00pm Worship 

6:45pm Fellowship 

Supper 
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10:30am Worship 
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9:00am Sew ‘N 

Sews  
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7:00pm Bible 

101 

28 29 

6:00pm Worship 

30 

10:30am Worship 
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DATE USHERS 
SCRIPTURE 

READER 
CHILDREN'S 

TIME 
AUDIO 

REFRESH-
MENTS 

2-Aug 

Ward & Christyne Eckloff Christyne Eckloff Pastor Mike Christensen Judy Karmazin 

Marlene Kriha         

Sandy Sell         

          

9-Aug 

Tyson & Jessica Kier Jessica Kier Amy Holcomb Rockefeller Hospitality 

Glenn & Nancy Kollars         

          

          

16-
Aug 

Brandon & Betty Jacques Betty Jacques 
Brandon 
Jacques 

Miller Gina Christensen 

Neil Wiseman & Judy 
Karmazin 

      Amy Holcomb 

          

          

23-
Aug 

Kevin & Carol McGregor Kevin McGregor Carol McGregor Holcomb Christyne Eckloff 

Linda Keiper        Sandy Sell  

Bobbie Cline         

          

30-
Aug 

Todd Meyer & Kim Wadkins Marlene Kriha Linda Keiper Catlin Hospitality 

Bobbie Cline         

Marlene Kriha          

          

01– Melanie Murr 12– Jodi Sell 21– Pat Fox 

01– Christina Davis 13– Carol Owen 21– Austin Godberson 

02– Dick Summers 13– Amy Holcomb 23– Joyce Piehl 

03– Matt Smallcomb 13– Nicole Treadway 23– Stephanie Johannsen 

03– Myles Rasmussen 14– Janee Montgomery 24– Kreyton Rockefeller 

04– Thaddeus Rachow 15– Gwen Campbell 25– Pat Hurlbut 

05– Cory Smallcomb 15– Jamie Dolan 26– Miranda Smith 

05– Whitney Johansen 15– Jessica Purcella 26– Chase Smith 

05– Alexis Rhone 15– Abbie Miller 28– Laci Bentley 

06– Walter Winchester 16– Marlene Kriha 28– Tayven Kier 

07– Melissa Schneider 16– Margene Rose 29– Monica Saalfeld 

09– Melody Rockfeller 19– Chris Kegley 29– John Kucera 

09– Chilene Black 20– Larissa Tomlinson 31– Bobbie Durand 

10– Shelby Hawks 20– Cobie Kier  
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Emotional exhaustion becomes reality for many 
     “I'm tired, boss. … Mostly, I'm tired of people being ugly to 

each other. I'm tired of all the pain I feel and hear in the 

world...every day.” This quote from the character John Coffey  

in the Green Mile has never felt so relevant. Whether it’s news 

about the COVID Pandemic, race riots and unrest, or yet       

another ugly political battle leading up to the election, it’s easy 

to see why there is an increase in emotional exhaustion right 

now. And I’ve definitely been feeling it too.  

     That’s not to say there aren’t lots of great things going on. 

We got to celebrate graduations here in Gibbon. It was good for 

my soul to see some of the first kids I taught in Confirmation 

walk the stage. I’ve gotten to officiate two weddings since this 

all began. I enjoyed a small, but mighty group of kids at VBS. But despite all the great moments, it’s 

easy to be emotionally exhausted right now.  

     I’m not one for conspiracy theories, but I think people play on (or prey on) the fear right now. I     

constantly remind people – and myself – we’re called to be safe, not scared. But the constant barrage 

of bad news causes numbness after a while. And I’ve found my cynical side come out more and more.  

     This week Buffalo County had the most COVID cases of any week so far. I immediately heard some 

call for another shutdown. And my cynical side came out. Don’t get me wrong, it’s concerning. But     

rather than panic, I look for perspective. 50 cases, 49,000 population. That’s roughly 1 in every       

thousand. At that rate of infection it would take 19 years for everyone to get infected. That doesn’t 

mean we throw caution to the wind, but maybe it’s not that dire. And it seems this constant state of 

worry takes its toll.  

     According to Psycom, a mental health internet site pioneered by Dr. Ivan Goldberg, a Well Being 

Trust study estimates 75,000 “deaths of despair” will result from the current climate through suicide 

and drug abuse. A Brigham Young University study found the lack of social connection heightens 

health risks as much as smoking three-quarters of a pack of cigarettes a day…every day. But we don’t 

need a study to know this. I hear it on the phone when I talk to friends. I see it in my wife when she 

comes home from work. My boys have talked about this nagging sense of depression. I feel it myself. 

Every decision is stressful. Looking forward to things like Confirmation, Backpack Sunday, and the    

return of Youth Group is overshadowed by the need to write policies, change procedures, and respond 

to the questions or concerns. Nothing is simple in this season, and it wears on us.  

     Blame the media, or politics, it doesn’t matter. The real “force” behind all this is spiritual. Stress,    

depression, discontent, and division are fertile soil for Satan. But we still have a say in it all. While we 

can’t always change what’s on the news, we can change what we watch. We can’t fix all the struggles 

of the world, but we can work on our own little corner of the world. We can’t make this stupid virus     

disappear, but we can focus our time and energy on making the best of it. 

     For some reason even Christians fall into this doomsday mentality. But most of us would never     

decide it’s a great evangelism strategy to scream at everyone that they’re going to hell. All of Jesus’ 

ministry started with salvation instead of condemnation. And it was revolutionary. It made us see our 

God and our world differently. Maybe we need the same approach with the world right now. It doesn’t 

make the problems go away, but it might make our lives a little less gloomy. Who knows, we might 

even enjoy ourselves.   



Revised reopening policies offer flexibility
 

     Faith United is committed to offering the best worship and fellowship opportunities possible while 

continuing to safely follow the guidelines set forth in this unprecedented season. We continue to      

review and revise our policies to make the best decisions possible as a community of faith. We know 

not everyone is ready to return to in-person activities and we respect every family’s personal choice.   

     In keeping in line with the guidance of the CDC, Nebraska Directed Health Measures (DHM), our 

insurance provider, and the Great Plains Conference, we have made some notable revisions to our 

policies. A complete copy of our revised policies can be found under the Reopening Policy link on the 

homepage of our website.  

     Sanctuary seating: Every other pew in our sanctuary is closed to allow 

6 ft social distancing between seating. Each row also has a pool noodle 

(our own social distancing stick!) that can be slid back and forth to mark 6 

ft side to side between groups if you wish. Per the state DHM, groups of up 

to 8 persons can sit together even if not from the same household. So, if 

you’re comfortable sitting with extended family or friends, feel free to do so 

– it’s your choice! This means more than 80 people can be in our Sanctuary for worship and still be 

safely distanced! 

     Other Spaces: Fellowship Hall is set up for social distancing and can accommodate 5 people per 

table (all facing the same way). So, we can seat up to 70 in this space and still maintain social          

distance guidance.  Other classrooms are not set up for social distancing but can be used by a small 

group with permission if they feel they can safely do so. 

     Children’s Time: Kids will be able to come forward for children’s time 

during worship. We’ve marked spots for up to 6 different family’s children 

to be safely distanced and still participate. Presenters will wear masks 

until kids are seated, but may then take it off if they choose.  

     Snack/Fellowship Time: Our Sunday Fellowship time following    

worship will resume following the state DHM guidelines for restaurants.    

People are asked to be seated at the tables (up to 5 at a table, mixed families if you so choose), and 

your food and drink will be brought to you. We do ask everyone to refrain from gathering before      

worship so we don’t need to sanitize tables before fellowship time. 

     Youth Group/Kids Sunday School: Both groups will resume in September with their own      

guidelines including, but not limited to – spaced-out seating, no-contact games and activities, etc. A 

complete set of their policies is on our website as part of the Reopening Policy link.  

     Community Groups: Community groups such as Girl Scouts, our Hispanic Congregation, or baby 

showers can resume in our facility. Groups are asked to honor social distancing guidelines and      

complete our cleaning/sanitizing policies and checklist for every space they use. 

     Mask Reminder: Masks are encouraged, but not required in the church. There 

are times, like when entering or exiting the sanctuary that you will be within 6 feet of 

others when masks are the most beneficial. We do REQUIRE masks during singing, 

unless you are at least 15 feet from anyone else (that’s a long ways!). We know 

masks are a touchy subject in our culture right now. We’re not trying to “take sides” 

on this argument, but we are trying to be safe as we do our best to offer meaningful 

ministry in this season.    



Worship attendance matters, even online
 

     Worship attendance nationwide continues to decline. That might seem like a no-brainer. With a 

worldwide pandemic in our midst, it’s only logical less people would be going to worship. But it’s more 

complex than that. Even when including online worship attendance, most churches have seen        

attendance continue to decline the longer this pandemic goes on. Faith United is no exception.  

    Prior to the pandemic, Faith was averaging about 80 people a week in worship. During the first 

several weeks of online only worship, our numbers were around 60 a week. But our numbers in the 

last 8 weeks are down to 50. Many people who were watching online have not returned to in-person 

worship, but have stopped watching online. While we 

know Facebook Live is not the highest quality 

streaming service out there, it’s a way to stay       

connected even when we can’t be present. Even if 

you don’t have a Facebook account, you can click on 

the Facebook logo on our webpage and view the 

service (but you’ll have to call the church or text   

Pastor Mike to have your attendance recorded!) 

     Of course, numbers are not the real goal. Our  

intent is not simply to have great “statistics.” But as 

our Bishop Reuben Saenz often says, “Numbers aren’t just numbers. Those are people.” Here’s 

three reasons why your attendance both in-person and online matters: 

Measuring our health: Some people love numbers and statistics. Others could care less. But 

one of the best ways to measure church health and vitality, or the effectiveness of a pastor is 

by using such metrics. While our spiritual health may not be something we can quantify,     

seeing where our worship attendance (and giving, and youth group size, etc.) falls compared 

to other churches and ourselves in past years is important. Our goal isn’t the numbers. But the 

numbers do matter.  

Committing to the Community: Crowds draw crowds. It’s always been true, even online. 

There’s a different “energy” when the sanctuary is full. In the same way, when more people 

are participating online, it encourages more people to participate. When you are active in the 

life of the church, it’s more likely that your friends and family will be too. You may have found 

it’s easier to stick to a diet or exercise routine if someone is doing it with you. The same is true 

for worship and involvement in the church.  

Connected for Your Soul: “One of the biggest dangers of missing church is reaching a place 

where we don’t miss church.” The Facebook meme is true. The longer we’re “out of our       

routine” of worship, the harder it is to get back into the routine. Simply going to church doesn’t 

make you a Christian. Missing church doesn’t mean you aren’t a Christian either. But just like 

it’s hard to stay in shape without exercise, it’s hard to stay healthy spiritually without worship.  

Summer is a busy time. And the added stress of this season can wear on all of us. But it’s important 

we don’t neglect our spiritual health – especially right now. Whether it’s been a week, a month, or 

maybe much longer since you’ve attended worship, maybe it’s time. You can come in person, or 

log in anytime during the week. However it works for you, don’t miss the importance of                

attendance.     

 



Sloppy Joes for Saturday meal instead of Potluck 
     The Saturday night crew will be serving a Sloppy Joe meal 

on Saturday August 22
nd

 at 6:45pm for anyone who wants to 

join them. In an effort to keep everyone healthy and comply 

with guidance from the CDC, state, insurance company, and 

Great Plains Conference, we suspended our Saturday potluck 

meals for several months. There’s little guidance out there for 

churches hosting potlucks or other meals, but there is        

guidance for restaurants we can follow! So, instead of a       

potluck, we’ll make all the food, and serve you at your table 

just like a restaurant would! Our tables will be set up to allow 6 feet between tables, and up to 5 people 

sitting at each table. Just like at a restaurant, you can choose if you dine with friends or extended     

family, or if you’d like to be at a table with just those in your own household.  

    Anyone is welcome to attend. You can join us for worship at 6pm, or just come for the meal           

afterward at approximately 6:45. Our menu will include sloppy joes, chips, salads, drinks and a        

dessert. Come, find your seat, let us serve you and enjoy some socially distanced fellowship!   

  

Next grant applications due Sept. 1 
     Any individual or ministry group associated with Faith United Church is eligible 

to apply for a grant from our Endowment Program every spring and fall. Grant 

requests can be made by any group or ministry associated with the church. A 

committee, such as Trustees, could apply for a grant to address a particular need 

or project. Or, a ministry group, such as the youth program, could apply for any 

needs within their ministry. A short grant application must be filled out and        

returned to the office BY the deadline each spring and fall. The Endowment   

Committee will then review the applications and award funds based on need and 

availability of funds. Awards could be of any size from $100 up to $1,000          

depending on funds available. The next deadline for consideration is September 

1
st
. Contact the Church office or Pastor Mike to get an application.  

 

Planned Giving Secures Future for Faith United  
     One of the ways everyone can be a part of assuring the future 

health of our church family is through planned giving.  Have you ever 

considered how you can care for your church and what impact you 

could have on future generations’ faith by remembering Faith United in 

your will?  Imagine how you could make an extraordinary difference by 

adding a paragraph in your will saying you’d like to give five or maybe 

even ten percent of your estate to Faith United. Many people find it a 

challenge to tithe during their life but giving a tithe from your estate can 

establish an amazing legacy for our faith community. If you have   

questions about Faith United’s Endowment, contact Pastor Mike        

anytime at 308-440-2686 or by email at mevans@greatplainsumc.org. 
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Confirmation Ceremony scheduled for Aug. 9
th

  
       We’re finally going to be able to celebrate Confirmation! 

This past school-year’s Confirmation class will be honored on 

Sunday, August 9
th
 during worship as they become full   

members of Faith United Church. These six youth have been 

patient and endured an odd end to their Confirmation         

process and we’re excited to finally celebrate them. While it 

may not be exactly the same this year, it will still be an awesome event.  

     Every other pew in the Sanctuary is skipped right now for social distancing, but that still allows 

us to seat 80+ in this space. Plus another 70 can be seated in the 

Fellowship Hall. Each of the confirmand families will have a row 

reserved for them. We can seat up to 8 people in each row. So 

please plan accordingly.  

     Another significant change from past years will be the absence 

of a community meal afterward. In order to accommodate social 

distancing, the Fellowship Hall will need to be used for worship. 

The Hospitality Team will serve drinks and cake following the     

ceremony, but under our new guidelines. Everyone who wishes to 

participate can be seated in the Fellowship Hall and will be served in their seat – a way we can still 

gather by following the guidelines for Restaurants during this time. Only 5 people are allowed per 

table to accommodate social distancing, but you are free to sit with whoever you want – as long as 

they are comfortable with sharing a table too!  

    Other changes will include limiting who all can come forward for the laying on of hands (a limit of 

6 people plus confirmand and pastor). We know some people may not be comfortable coming with 

the extra crowds. If not coming fits your comfort level, please join us online to celebrate and        

welcome these incredible young Christians into the life of the church.  

 

Backpacks, Blessings & Brunch on Aug. 16
th

  
     Join us for a special morning of worship and activities as 

we move back into the school-year routine. On Sunday,    

August 16
th
 we will have our “Blessing of the Backpacks” 

for all students. We encourage kids of all ages to bring their 

backpack to worship, and place it up front on the altar area 

prior to worship. We’ll have a special prayer for all students, 

teachers and staff during 

the worship service. And afterward there will be a special gift for 

every child to go on/in their backpacks for the following 

schoolyear. After worship we will have a breakfast casserole and 

fruit at fellowship time. All those who want to eat and fellowship 

can have a seat (up to 5 per table) and we’ll bring the meal to 

you!  



Confirmation class information night set  
 We hope to offer a Confirmation class again this school-year on    

Wednesday nights. Confirmation is a school-year program for students entering 

8
th
 grade and up who would like to learn more about “owning” their own faith. 

Even high-school age students who may not have had the opportunity to        

experience Confirmation are welcome.  

 An informational meeting for parents and students will be on Wednesday 

September 2
nd

 at 6:15. Pizza and drinks will be provided so families don’t have 

to worry about supper ahead of time. At the meeting we will discuss the schedule, the expectations 

and some of the special events we will have offered throughout the year. Class will officially begin 

September 9
th
. But, if you are thinking about Confirmation we ask you to contact Pastor Mike or the 

office ASAP so we can see if there is enough interest to make it work! In order to make the class 

more enjoyable, and to be the best stewards of our time, we need at least 4 students committed to 

the class to assure we can have a class again this year. 

     If you have questions, or can’t make the meeting but still want to be involved, please feel free to 

contact Pastor Mike at mevans@greatplainsumc.org or his cell at 308-440-2686. Also note that we 

will need mentors for students again this year. We’ll be reformatting the Mentor position some this 

year to help them stay more informed and involved in the process.  

 

Wednesday Youth Programming returns on Sept. 9 
     Faith United’s Wednesday night programming will resume on         

September 9
th
 for youth. The program is open to all youth in 5

th
 through 

12
th
 grades and runs on Wednesday nights from 7:30-8:30pm. 

     This is, of course a different year for ministry (and everything else!).  

In order to assure both a fun and safe environment during this crazy 

time, there will be additional policies and practices in place. Those       

policies will include spaced seating, no contact games or activities,   

smaller groups, and so on. A full list and explanation of the policies and practices are posted on our 

website as a  separate page in the “Reopening Policies” link of our homepage. Or, parents can have 

a copy of these policies sent to them in email or printed and sent via U.S. mail by request.  

 

Communion again offered, but is always optional 
     Communion is one of the most important parts of Christian. In this season 

of pandemic, we have missed these opportunities to gather in such a historic, 

and meaningful way. Communion will be served on the first Sunday (and     

Saturday night) each month, but we know not everyone will be ready to        

participate. But we are making plans to assure it’s safe too. Servers will wear 

gloves and masks, the bread will be precut, and everyone will receive the juice 

in individual cups. This, plus an ordered way to maintain Ushers dismissing 

people and using social distancing practices while waiting to be served will 

help make this meaningful worship possible and still safe in this awkward season. But, as always  

participation in communion is optional and those who wish to abstain are of course still welcome to 

worship with us.     
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Printed newsletters return, save on mailing
 

     As of August, we will again have printed copies of the 

newsletter available for pick up at the church. The risk of 

COVID-19 transfer on items has been found to be minimal, 

and since newsletters and bulletins are not passed back 

and forth, but are taken home by a family, we believed it 

was time to return to this option. Over the last few months 

we have only distributed the newsletter through mail and 

email. After this month, those who wish to continue          

receiving the newsletter in the mail are asked to contact 

the church office and let us know. We understand some 

people are not yet ready to return to in-person activities or just prefer to have it mailed. But, in an   

attempt to be good stewards of both our time and resources, we’ll only mail to those who request it.  

 

Pantry continues to be busy, helped in many ways 
     The Gibbon Free Pantry continues to serve more and more clients each 

month. In June 422 different people from 105 different households          

received food from our pantry. And July is on track to be even busier. In 

the first 7 months of 2020 we’ve already served more people than all of our 

inaugural year of 2018. While it’s great that we have so many wonderful 

volunteers and the incredible support of our community to make this      

happen, such need can be overwhelming at times.  

      Beyond our incredible volunteers, we’ve had some great additional support during this time. 

CashWa is delivering roughly 1,500 lbs of food to us each week through the Famers to Families    

program. A grant from Alliance for the Future of Agriculture (AFAN) allowed us to buy two new        

refrigerator units, and two freezer/fridge units were donated. Cargill donated $10,000 early in the 

pandemic to help us keep our shelves stocked. With the intense demand and delivery interruptions 

from our Food Bank partner, we’ve had to purchase more than $3,000 worth of food to meet the 

need. And of course there is a HUGE thank you to Adam’s Corner Market who have given a ton of 

time ordering the items we need from their vendors to keep our shelves full. Thanks to everyone who 

makes this ministry possible!      

      

Pastoral Office Hours policy changed 
     The Staff Parish Relations Committee has updated their policy on  

pastoral office hours. During the Paragraph 213 process having set office 

hours seemed the best way to make sure people could connect with the 

pastor when needed. But maintain and communicating changes to those 

hours is difficult. Most weeks no one stops in during those hours and most people call ahead anyway. 

So, at this time, Pastor Mike will no longer have set office hours, but will be available by phone, text 

or email whenever possible, and will be available to meet by appointment. 



Kids Sunday School returns Sept. 13 with new format 
     Children’s Sunday School will start back up on Sunday, 

September 13
th
 as a Children’s Church option during the  

second half of worship.  Children from preschool through 5
th
 

grade are welcome to attend the kid’s class. With the         

busyness of life, we wanted to find a way for children to have 

the great Sunday School experience, and allow parents to 

worship at the same time.  

     Kids will start out in worship with their family and then,   

after the children’s sermon, go into the Sunday School room 

for a bible story and craft. Parents are also welcome to keep 

their children with them during worship. Our goal is not to “keep” kids from worship, but to offer a way 

for busy families to participate. 

     There are, of course, some different policies in place this year with all the social distancing     

guidelines in place. We’ll do our part with spaced-out seating, no sharing of craft supplies, and         

no-contact games and activities. But we also realize kids are kids and we want Sunday school to be 

enjoyable as well. A full list and explanation of the policies and practices are posted on our website 

as a separate page in the “Reopening Policies” link of our homepage. Or, parents can have a copy of 

these policies sent to them in email or printed and sent via U.S. mail by request.  

    We are also seeking volunteers to teach as part of a rotation. If you are interested in helping teach 

please contact Amy Holcomb or Carol McGregor.  

 

Teacher appreciation banquet on hold for now 
     The annual Teacher and Staff Appreciation banquet is usually a staple 

in our fall planning. But this year is certainly different!  There’s even more 

reason to celebrate our incredible educators this year, but figuring out how 

to do so is another thing. Generally we have a community dinner inviting 

all the teachers, staff, their families, and our church family to quite a feast.  

Unfortunately that’s not very feasible while practicing social distancing. 

We’re still working on a way to honor these incredible men and women. 

And although it may not look the same, or be on quite the same timeframe 

as year’s past, we don’t want to miss the chance to say thanks to those 

who share the lives of our future so well.  

 

Sew ‘N Sews are starting to make pies 
We have rhubarb now. Ready to sell and take orders for the     

future. We are doing our best to meet all safety regulations. So 

rest assured the pies will be handled with special care.        

Thank you for your support. 

    In His Love and Service .. 

                                    Bobbie Cline 

 



Facebook Bible study another way to connect 
     Did you know Faith United has a daily bible 

study open to everyone? This spring a group 

started with a study on Matthew, then             

transitioned to Mark, then covered Luke and 

Acts. After a short break in June, we picked 

back up with 1 and 2 Corinthians. We’ll continue 

with various Epistles (New Testament Letters) 

by reading one chapter a day and then sharing 

in the online discussion is a simple, daily routine 

to keep us connected with Christ and one       

another. You can jump on whenever it fits your 

schedule to participate. Contact Pastor Mike or 

Wendy if you would like to be added to the Facebook group! Stay connected to your church family and 

your faith as we read, share, and learn together whenever it fits into your day!  

 

UMW News 
I am delighted to say that we are meeting 

again! It is so nice to be together again and 

making quilts, pies, and having our Unit      

meetings. We are careful to safe distance and 

follow the rules for hosting coffee time. Just to 

be in the same room after months apart, is a 

treat, to catch up on family news and work on 

our projects together.  We are currently taking 

treats to the Sheriff deputies in Gibbon. With 

the national buzz about defunding police and 

lack of respect for those upholding the law, we 

want those watching over our safety to know 

that they are appreciated. With the Covid-19, we are just providing prepackaged items at this time. If 

children want to make cards and leave at church or even personally take them to officers on duty, I 

know they will appreciate them. 

Sew ‘N Sews meet on the second and forth Wednesday morning at 9 AM. United Methodist women 

meet the third Wednesday at 9:30 both in fellowship hall. All women of the community are welcome. 

We provided our Graduates with Devotional books and prayer blankets in church this month. 

This past month we made a donation to the women's prison ministry to help support them in Christian 

fellowship. It will help them with materials needed for study and projects to increase their self worth 

and productivity. I am so proud of what we have done as Methodist women in providing hundreds of 

masks for the pandemic.  

        Thank You all and God Bless you! 

        Kathy Pierce, UMW President 

 


